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Which idea is the one?

A tattoo informational guide for first-time tattoo clients

A website catered towards
people seeking to get their  

First Tattoo



In recent years, tattoos have

been gaining popularity in the

U.K.





Due to covid,

tattoos have

become...

more socially

acceptable



Our new lifestyle has

allowed people to...

work from home or on
hybrid schedules

gain new hobbies

find more accepting workplaces

have more free time

value our own life more 



Due to the increase in
tattoo popularity, there is
also a lot of misinformation.
This can result in harmful
ways of getting a tattoo if
the proper research isn't
done.

Issue



How  does

 my project

solve the problem?

My project is deisgned to provide the first-
time tattoo client, living in London, easy
access to information on different tattoo
styles, artists, studios, and healing techniques
all in one place. 



Who is my website for? 

First-time tattoo clients

Anybody who is looking to
get a tattoo for the first
time, who needs assistance
with deciding which tattoo
style, artist, and healing
process is right for them. 

London-based clients

Anyone who resides
in London, UK. 



Target

Audience

The person looking to get their
first tattoo

18 - 30 years old

Lives in London, U.K.

Interested in taking their time
to learn about different tattoo
techniques and care



Concept &

Selling Points

My website
will tell you...

About different tattoo art styles 

How to go about choosing the right tattoo
artist 

How to properly heal and care for your
new tattoo

 

What studios to go to that provide safe and
comfortable tattoo experiences



Own experience of getting tattoos

Followed UK tattoo artists and experts
on social media for many years

Lives in London

One-stop website for tattoo
information

To meet more artists in the
tattoo industry

More people have safe
tattoo experiences

Potential for future
marketing

Limited time

Containing the vast amount
of information about tattoos
that is already on the web

Other websites dedicated to
tattoos

SWOT

Analysis

Strength Weakness

Opportunity Threats

 

Conflicting advice on tattoo healing

There are many YouTube videos
available about the tattoo process



Why am I doing this?

to help people stay safe and
healthy

fast-growing industry

can be profitable in the future

Tattooo Informational Website

my own interest in the art

to find the best tattoo artists
and shops to get more tattoos
done

to promote the normalization
of tattoos

-Personal--Market-



User Personas



Olivia

Digital Marketing Associate

Age: 27

Location: London, U.K.

About
Olivia is a career focused professional with an artistic soul. Because of her strict office
dress code, she has never felt comfortable getting a tattoo in the past. But, due to Covid,
Olivia is now a remote employee working from home full-time. This change of
environment has allowed her to be more comfortable with getting her first tattoo.



Goals

 

Frustrations
get a tattoo of a rose on her right
arm

find an artist that specializes in
fine-line blackwork tattoos

to research the necessary criteria
as quickly as possible due to a
busy work schedule 

unable to find a website that
answers all of her questions in one
place

finding a studio that will make her
feel comfortable during the tattoo
process



Annie

Undergraduate uni student

Age: 19

Location: London, U.K.

About
Annie is an undergraduate university student studying medicine. Now that she is living on her own
in the city she has been thinking of getting a tattoo to remember this exciting time in her life. On a
day out with friends, they dared Annie to go to the closest tattoo shop to get her tattoo done on a
whim. She refused as she did not feel comfortable. As a student studying medicine, she could not
go through with it without researching the cleanliness of the tattoo shop first.



Goals Frustrations
get a tattoo to commemorate her
time in London

find a clean and hygenic studio

heal the tattoo in the safest way

the conflicting healing information
found online

finding a tattoo artists in her
budget



Andrew

Financial Advisor

Age: 30

Location: London, U.K.

About
Andrew is a financial advisor that works in Canary Wharf. He recently just had a newborn
daughter and has taken paternity leave. Since bonding with his child, he has decided that
he would like to get a tattoo in her honor. Due to leave from work he has the time to heal
his tattoo properly, except for when he's caring for the baby of course.  



Goals Frustrations
get a tattoo of his daughter's
name on the side of his left arm

find a tattoo shop and artist
quickly so he can spend as much
time with his daughter as
possible

worried about getting an infection,
which would inhibit him from
caring for the baby

searching through Instagram for
the perfect artist is time consuming 



Empathy Map



excited- to express
themselves and have their
own piece of art that's just
theirs
nervous- for the pain of the
tattoo process/ healing
stressed- about the quality
of the final product

Instagram, TikTok, Pinterest

YouTube videos, Google
searches, Amazon tattoo kits

friends, family, celebrities

the literal pain of getting the
tattoo

Goals Influences

Feelings Pains

 

the time it takes to research the
perfect artist, studio, and healing
process
cost of a tattoo

to find all the necessary tattoo
information quickly in one place
to get a personalized tattoo that is done
professionally and hygienically  
to find an artist with a well-established
portfolio and reputation
have fun during the process



Example 

Pages

Descriptions and examples of
different tattoo art styles

Lists of London-based tattoo artists
and studios with examples of their
work

Page dedicated to tattoo healing
with recommended products listed
and linked

Blogs dedicated to the tattoo
experience & artist of the season

Linked videos of trustworthy tattoo-
themed social media creators 



Thank you!

Please let me know your
questions and feedback
so I can improve upon
my idea! 


